Changed methods of assembly are being introduced, this despite the higher level of capital investment required. Volvo reckons that its new assembly plant at Kalmar, designed to accommodate new assembly methods, will cost about 10 % more than a new plant planned to assemble cars using traditional methods.
Perhaps I can reassure you that we are not living with our heads totally buried in the sand. We have one or two new facilities which are now being built, in which the layouts and so on were planned in the closest consultation with our employees. This may sound like the usual patter, but we really have set up joint working parties of management and employee representatives to try to make sure that these new facilities meet the wishes and suggestions, as far as possible, of the employees who are going to work there.
In my company, and like others in the UK, the industrial relations department has its own personnel research manager. He is a highlytrained consultant, well-versed in the field of job enrichment, job enlargement, motivation and so on, so that as far as possible we are trying to plan not only to get the institutional framework and the remuneration package right but also to deal appropriately with some of the humanities of the situation. I believe that the problems of the industrial framework and the remuneration package, heartbreakingly difficult though they seem at the time, will prove at the end of the day to have been relative child's play compared with the continuing difficulties of trying to engage the commitment of employees, not just in management but at all levels. This is the challenge which British industry and personnel management has to face in the coming years. 
Group Processes in Negotiation
The Greater London Council has recently set up a Behavioural Science Unit. Its terms of reference are to assist efficiency and job satisfaction in the GLC by the application of behavioural science knowledge. I shall be describing the actual process of negotiation within disputes and hope to show the relevance of this to 'behavioural science' which discipline can, I hope, make some 'The GLC accept no responsibility for the author's opinions or conclusions contribution to the wider sorts of question that we have been discussing.
What I have to offer does not take account of recent cultural movements in society mentioned by earlier speakers, although I agree that these are important. My paper is merely some distillation from the transactions recorded in a number of industrial disputes. I am trying to produce a rough map, with some of the larger mountains perhaps indicated on it. I am aware that no one industrial dispute is like any other and it is unwise to generalize too widely.
I would like to start with an anecdote which may set the scene. I first came into contact with industrial disputes in the late 1940s when I was a student of social psychQlogy, in the Grimethorpe dispute. This was one of the first disputes which occurred in the coal industry just after nationalization. The presenting problem was about something called stint, which is the amount of coal that a group of miners were required to cut under certain conditions in a certain time. The dispute was between the face-workers and the managers at the colliery at Grimethorpe about the size of the stint under certain conditions.
Being an eager student of these affairs, I went to Grimethorpe and talked to the men who were on strike, to the management and to the local clergy, thinking they might have some background information of a social sort that would be relevant. I came to the conclusion, rightly or wrongly, that the dispute was not about the stint at all; it was about the problem that nothing had changed since nationalization. There was the same old management and there were the same old men, and there was the same old coal, and things were as they always had been; the strike was all about disappointment and frustration. This was borne out by subsequent events, when a party of elder statesmen from other collieries came along and decided what the stint should be, which was what they always had done in the past anyhow. After that the machine rolled on again. I learnt a lesson there which I think is valuable: that strikes and disputes are not necessarily about what they are said to be about. But I learnt a further lesson: that what I called the precipitating incidentin Grimethorpe this was the stintmay determine the sort of vocabulary that the dispute goes on in. It lays down the terms in which the argument will be conducted. This is a great pity, because it introduces in many disputes an element of the irrational in that people are talking about one thing but feeling strongly about something else. There are two levels, and great difficulty in reconciling them. Now I should like to add a generality: there is in many disputes a hidden political issue. I am talking here about what are called plant disputes and plant bargains. The dispute may be related to some wider problem which influences what is happening in the local context but which may never be referred to. This introduces an element of irrationality. My title mentions group processes. These require groups, so let me try to identify some of the groups which tend always to interact in these situations.
The first and most obvious is the management. Although it looks a solid and monolithic structure, in fact it is not, and can quite easily be seen to be composed of a top managetnenta directorate or whateverand those who deal face to face with the next group, namely the workers, in dispute. There is often a great divergence of view between the top management and the face-to-face management about what the issues are and how they should be handled. So the management group has as one of its problems this disparity, this lack of unity, or a sort of splitting process which might at any moment erupt in the middle of the subsequent negotiations. Much of the management group's effort is directed towards keeping itself together. This has a profound influence on the way things subsequently unravel.
Continuing the search for group identities, we come to the trade unions. Here again there is a split, with which I think we are all familiar, between those who are in face-to-face contact with the working force, the shop stewards, and those who are attached to some degree, very often the union officials and the national union officials. And here again, there is a disparity of interest. The national official may have his eye on much wider issues than those that the shop steward has before him. There is, again, tension and difficulty, and in some curious way by process of dispute the top management and the national officials may see eye to eye. leaving the shop steward and the lower levels of management to fight it out. That situation has a profound influence on the way things go.
There is a third group, the work force. Here again, there is a split. I think (although this is a generalization) that in most cases the main part of the work force would probably prefer to go on without change. Then there are the sort of people at the extreme who have a definite interest in action of some sort, and a third group who are sufficiently alert to the problem to be swayed one way or another, and it is this last group that is decisive. The interactions and the plays that the various parties make for the interest of these three groups greatly influences how the negotiations proceed.
There is also the mysterious group called the public, and public opinion. It is interesting to watch how, as the dispute proceeds, all parties make bids to present their case to the public in a way in which the case appears rational, whereas, of course, so much of it is irrational.
We must not neglect government departments and their influence on industrial disputes, and the steadying effects of legislation and reference to legislation at times when all parties seem locked in some tremendous irreconcilable struggle.
Finally, there are what I call the associated groups, groups of workers in industries which are related to the industry in dispute and represent various degrees of risk to the management of the industries concerned. There is the question of whether or not the management in dispute can appeal to other managements and how much this would put the associated work forces at risk of dispute.
In a rather limited and perhaps confused way I have sketched a vast complex of interacting group processes, in the middle of which the dispute continues. It goes on in terms of enormous constraints and pressures for those concerned, and one of these constraints is time. Time is an irrational element in these affairs. It seems that a certain amount of time must pass before anything at all can happen, irrespective of what use the time has. It is in this sense a valuable factor which has to be worked through. As the dispute goes on, time produces other problems; the amount of discomfort, financial pressures, the search for alternative sources of supply for the commodity which is under dispute and so on.
Let me now offer you what I think to be three of the phases in a dispute which involves the ingredients that I have been sketching. In Phase 1 the people concerned are taking up positions, attitudes are being formed and principles are being enunciated. Principles are the most difficult things to deal with because they are presented as items which cannot be debated, which are related to morality or ultimate truth. If you state your attitude in terms of principle, you have in effect nailed your flag to the mast. You will have entered a problem area because if, as Mr Murray has said, all disputes must end in compromise, how can you erode your principles by compromising. The process of erosion of principles in terms of dispute is a fascinating subject.
Out of the principle comes the rallying cry, which unites the people concerned. Management Library and Lay Section has its rallying cries, but these are sounded sotto voce as it were. Workers have their rallying cries, and these are exhibited on placards and by means of large evocative statements.
In the fight at this point in Phase 1 I come to what I call subsidiary incidents. These can be grouped into minor expressions of aggression on either side: sniping, snide remarks, difficulties, provocative incidentsfor example, closing doors and locking them when they have always been open, or suddenly saying that the tea in the canteen will cost twice as much. Such incidents are irrelevant but are demonstrations of general irritation. They are to be avoided, because they offer nothing.
There are also secondary incidents of an organizational sort, often associated with plant maintenance. Who will maintain the plant and look after essential processes whilst the main body is on strike? What reference have the groups of people involved in maintenance to the main body? How can they be influenced? Are they going to be pawns in the game? Can the withdrawal of the maintenance people be played? How much damage would this do?
In Phase 1, the situation is hotting up and everyone is rather enjoying himself.
Phase 2 is the confrontation; a point has been reached at which some serious debate must take place. People must start thinking about the issues concerned. They must stop shouting about their principles and, if possible, stop expressing generalized aggression and somehow come to grips with what the dispute is about, or at least the terms in which the precipitating incident has presented itself. I have seen an enormous amount of reluctance to get into this phase. People say: 'If only the management would talk', or 'If only the work people would talk'. It is an in and out business but eventually it slowly resolves itself, and then we have the negotiating groups.
I have discussed some of the problems of splitting and of the interests which are represented within the two sides of the negotiating group, and how unstable these interests can be. In the process of negotiation, it seems to me that each side tacitly recognizes the instability of the other, and adopts all sorts of manceuvres by which it hopes to produce splits in the opposition. Management's manceuvres are much easier to see than are those of the other side. There are certain well-tried gambits, one of which is the open letter to those concerned, which attempts to cut through the ritualized coming together and appeal to the work force as individuals, to take them out of their fixed attitudes which are determined by their various group loyalties and appeal to them as reasonable men. The other splitting device used by both sides -I am only giving two out of many possible examplesis the so-called mass meeting. An interesting area of study, but only peripheral to this talk, is the group dynamics of large meetings, what people feel like in such meetings, and differences between individual and personal contributions as opposed to those which are pushed out of people by group pressures. The use of the mass meeting by both sides is a fascinating phenomenon. To my mind, this manceuvre is devoted to the process of splitting, which somehow diminishes the force of the opposition no matter which side the opposition happens to be. I now turn to the management part of the negotiating group. The face-to-face management, whatever this may belower middle, plant management or whateveras opposed to top management, it seems to me, tend to feel that if anybody is going to lose it will be them. This is because they see top management as going to sell them out, to diminish their authority, to make subsequent management much more difficult, and to impoverish them emotionally in some way.
These are generalizations but I think important.
If the middle management belongs to a union or a trade association of some sort, this may emerge as another force in the episode and will start making demands about status or whatever symbols happen to be involved in the dispute.
One of the constraints upon this part of the struggle is the degree of identification which middle management feel with their top management. If there is a large gap, the problems of feeling sold out, of being made the loser, become that much more apparent. On the other hand, if there is some unity of feeling, and communication both ways is good, then these particular problems are less profound. The size of the work unit is immensely important heresize in terms not only of numbers but also of geography. The more geographically remote the top management become, the more likely you are to meet this problem.
Phase 3 is where some real movement back to a resumption of work starts to take place. There may be some resolution of the conflict in real terms about money, hours or whatever, which is satisfying; or some symbolic victory may have occurred which has left the contestants (on both sides) feeling ' We've won'; or a successful splitting of the work force may take place so that they lose heart and start to drift back, with surreptitious manceuvres to resume work and escape from the group process which summoned the dispute into being. Individual approaches are made to people in the opposition whom an individual knows or likes or can communicate with; opportunities are offered and some sort of movement takes place, usually not an official movement, but a ground swell which can be translated into operational terms.
Another phase, not necessarily related to drift or resolution, is the emergence of the formula and the erosion of the principle. This area would repay a great deal of study. I am not clear just what the emotional and mental processes are which allow a principle to be eroded, how one departs from a frame of reference to which one has attached a great deal of importance. This is not a logical process. I am sure it is not a cynical process. It is something at gut level and very much influenced by how the groups are moving under the constraints of time and all the other interactions that I have mentioned.
Lastly, there is what I call the aftermath. This, too, is an area which has not had sufficient study. It is the time when some sort of resolution has occurred and the parties are back not quite where they were before but in some slightly different constellation with slightly different power relativities. The difficulties of picking up the working relationship and starting all over again are interesting. In the aftermath are the seeds, probably, of the next dispute. A report of the meeting has been published. Copies may be obtained from the Information Officer, Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole Street, London WI M 8AE, free of charge. Part of the terms ofreference of our Behavioural Science Unit is to assemble information which would bealthough it is difficultimpartial, and offer it to both management and workers, so that they can examine the evidenceattitudes, money, conditions or processand come to their own conclusions about it. This, we hope, puts us, as social scientists, somewhere between management and workers. I do not know whether this position is viable. I strongly suspect that it is not, but it is part of our brief to see whether we can do it. 
